
TC Meeting
Thurs Dec 17, 2009
	Roll call. Attendee list:
	Stavros, Jeff, Yasu, Alvin
	Vote on minutes from last meetings.  No objections or abstentions.
	Use Case – Stavros Investment Services (abbreviated to SIS)
	Jeff gave a brief overview of the SaaS level. SIS must balance between quality and cost, and can select and negotiate with different service levels and/or prices. Dynamic switch of providers can be facilitated with SAF.
	Stavros gave a brief overview of the PaaS level. Lots of opportunities for interactions on storage quotas, query limitations (e.g. returned results or execution time) and temporary over-the-limit negotiations, performance issues reported.
	Jeff: there are too many of them, we must choose some good representative ones. Quota management is a good one [Yasu thinks it might be more suitable for IaaS]. Very good idea is query limitations [Stavros +1 since they separate SAF-based negotiation from the functional stuff] [Yasu +1]. Reporting of performance issues by consumers is a fundamental SAF example (e.g. consumer reports performance degradation and provider has similar complains from other consumer so deduces it is a systemic problem).
	Alvin: we must be careful in defining what a symptom is and what a simple generic message is, e.g. price alerts could simply be data floating around, not symptoms per se.
	Jeff shares the doubts but thinks SAF is a great fit for the examples we are considering.

Alvin: we must find the ideal scope; business processes are much more complex than simple SAF could do in our examples. Perhaps we should have a more generic scenario with broader applicability (candidates?). Otherwise, the danger of missing out significant details or making “mistakes” in our description of the (financial or other special) domain is significant [Jeff +1]
Stavros: the specific use case is only there to help us understand and push the profile forward. None of these details will make it up to the profile except perhaps in an appendix [Jeff: or a white paper?]

	Other:
	Action Item: Stavros and Jeff to work on te document further and try to make it more fluid.
	Action Items from last meeting on SaaS, PaaS, (and especially) IaaS remain as we need more details and some possible syndromes and protocols.
	Stavros put forth a motion to cancel the next two meetings due to the Christmas holiday season. Jeff seconded. Motion accepted.
	Adjournment.




